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We know, when we talk about esoteric astrology, that everything
manifested in the world (a house, a car etc., all these things that exist in
manifestation) have a function, and this function is represented from his
characteristics and qualities, inner and external, so that’s why We have to
consider morphology, astrology and the seven rays.

JUNG
Carl Gustav Jung was the first to recognize (openly) the connection
between physical manifestation and the archetypes present inside our inner
self, that’s why his works are so pointed towards symbolism and the
function of symbols. This is also the origin of three of his bigger theories:
projections, dreams analysis and synchronicity.

For Jung synchronicity was something very specific, that was very deeply
connected with the unlocking of some energies or archetypes within
oneself, and it presents a key to break mental crystallization. But when we
talk about synchrony we are talking about an exact and specific thing or a
fact inside a space, in a specific time. But we have to understand that we
always have a specific event, in a specific time that is the universe, and
that allows us to understand that the whole universe is constantly in a state



of synchrony with inner forces, the outer world manifestation is only the
materialised form of those forces. Astrology (more specifically esoteric)
describes this, but it’s not just astrology that can communicate to us about
the specific energies that compose this manifestation. If we accept the new
paradigm that all we see in the world is a symbol and manifestation of an
inner and functional plane (E=mc2 as Einstein already explained, and as
quantum physics are always implementing), it comes natural to think that
all that we are seeing in the outer world is in synchrony with his inner
nature. The glyph of Aquarius (the new era energies) explains that concept
very easily, in its shape.

Douglas Baker and Esoteric Astrology

Douglas Baker understood these principles very well, and he had united the
symbology of esoteric astrology (and the inner characteristics) with all the things

that exist in reality. He translated all the archetypes into a language that could be
understood by anyone whom so desires. When we are born (in reality when
everything born) we take a place and position inside a bigger mechanism, (that’s
why we call it in-carnation, in Italian language flesh is said carne in- carnation I think
then in the English language this could be explained with em-bodiment, if that makes
sense!), this mechanism is the universe itself.



The implication is:

• I am part of a big mechanism
• I am a component of it
• What kind of component am I?
• what is the function of this component inside the mechanism?

Astrology is the key that could answer the questions representing the solar
system mechanism that corresponds to our incarnation inside this system
or mechanism.

Physics and Quantum Physics
Physics and Quantum Physics show us how an atom is not stable or fixed,
the atom becomes stable or fixed only when it becomes part of a physical
manifestation. If we take an atom free from a form – a physical form, it is
not defined (Heisenberg’s principle of indeterminacy), because the
electron’s position is not sure, in reality it is probability. With quantum
physics we understand that it is the observer that makes the probability
collapse in a form (superposition). When we talk about an observer, we are
talking about a conscious being, so it is the conscious being that defines a
state of energy (atoms) in a form.

Conscious and Unconscious and Collective mind
Jung’s main discovery didn’t stop with what we spoke about previously.
Jung also developed Freud’s idea of the Unconscious and gave to that a
major role in our mind, and also in our Evolution – both as a single human
being and collectively. Jung introduced the concept of collective
unconscious, he maintained that for all of humanity in the world, there were
patterns that were the same, and he named these patterns archetypes.
Archetypes are something that precedes us, and that are bigger than us
and they represent our inner function, our inner mind. Douglas Baker
elucidated the idea that astrology was the language of these archetypes,
and he undertook to describe astrologically the archetypes of all the things
that exist. Douglas Baker’s greatest contribution to astrology was his
‘Dictionary of Astrology’ in which he gives a translation for every



combination of planet, sign and house. The translation of these aspects is
the translation of the archetypes of the inner world, or if you prefer, the
functions of the things or manifestation.

Mind is not totally developed
Now we know that there are different degrees of consciousness, for
example: a kid is not conscious of many things like an adult is, that’s why
usually when we mature, we become less reckless than when we were
young, we become conscious of things. At the same time in mankind there
are people more consciously aware than others, so our consciousness has
many degrees. What for some is conscious awareness, is for others
unconscious, this is quite logical reasoning.

For esoteric astrology and ancient culture, the mind is a vehicle for the
consciousness or the true and immortal being in us – the Soul. The mind
(actually) as a vehicle is not completely developed, and that’s why for the
moment exists what we call the unconscious. The unconscious is not only
the place where we put our trauma and problems, that we don’t want to
see, but is also the place of our potential, because all that is unconscious
(not known) needs to be discovered, and if we talk about symbolism (Gary
Kidgell has explained this very clearly in his article Archetypes the
Claregate Method) Hades (aka Pluto) is the keeper of the riches, that
symbolically are our potential.

One of our potentials is our mind and the mind is currently having a big
expansion with Western culture playing a large role in this. We can observe
that in only a few centuries, education and schools are becoming a human
right for all people in the world. Nearly all of the population has access to
education bringing about an evolution of the mind substance (the
substance of the mind needs to be evolved and has seven planes). One of
the objectives for the evolution of the mind is reaching plane by plane, the
higher planes of the mind that are directly connected with the planes of the
Soul, or abstract mind. So, we could say that now we are growing up in our
collective mind, some are more conscious, and some are less, but we can
see or search the results of these processes in our external manifestation.
Cars, changing of, and symbolism. So, if we accept all what we have said
until this point, we could understand that a change in the outer world
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corresponds to an inner change, and if we talk of big change, where many
of world ‘s populations are involved, we are talking about our collective
mankind inner transformations. Now we are living through one of the
biggest changes after the industrial revolution, we are assisting something
like the second industrial revolution. The United Nations wants to change
by 2030 all our carbon emissions. The change will be gradual, and from the
carbon and fiery combustion, we will pass to electricity. Now the passage
from the fire (burn something) to electricity is a very big change.

In Baker’s Dictionary of Astrology, we find electricity is ruled by Sagittarius
and Aquarius. We have to keep in mind that Aquarius has as orthodox ruler
Uranus. We have Abstract mind and Higher studies and so also the Higher
planes of the minds with Sagittarius. We have the 5th Ray of Concrete
Knowledge and the mind’s waves and sharing of information and for sure
electricity flowing and steps with Aquarius. Uranus as ruler in this case
contributed to the manifestation of the physics world (as the orthodox ruler)
in this line of energy and also of to the new line of the new era (Aquarius).
That’s why all the technology is emerging in this first manifestation of
Aquarius energies, in fact we have strong components of 5th and 7th rays.
Uranus is also connected with orthodox astrology to the discovery of
electricity, and it is directly connected with it, and I think that could be linked
with spiritual electric fire. Now one of the bigger changes that we are
assisting in is the passage of the car from gasoline to electric motors and
communications systems. We know that cars and communications system
are under the ruling of Uranus and Libra symbols. The motor car is a good
symbol of the personality. The personality is the vehicle that our Soul uses
to manifest its qualities in the outer world, and communications systems
represent the dialogue between the higher Self or soul with personality.

This immense worldwide modification and change of our vehicles and
communications systems, causes us to think that the vehicle of our
personality, our collective personality is changing. Further to this the way to
communicate between our higher Self and personality is changing. What
could be the change? To understand the answer to this question, we have
to consider the characteristics that this kind of automobile brings with them.
First of all they are quiet silent. Silence is a very high quality for spiritual
discipline and is linked with calmness. We know that noise, normally,
corresponds to high moving and high frequency; high frequency includes a
lot of movement. When we talk about meditation, spiritual discipline and our
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non-material bodies, we know that only if we have quiet and calm bodies,
we can

reflect our higher counterpart. Symbolically as in the water, if in water there
are ripples, we cannot see our face on it. With silence we have less waves
and we can see our face on the surface of water. In fact, silence is one of
the main qualities required for meditation and one of the more important
methods to contact the Soul or higher Self.

So, if we take this car’s transformation in correspondence with our inner
world, this could mean that the human personality is on the way to
becoming more silent and calmer, or it is at least trying to do this. We have
to remember that silence and the human ear are in astrology ruled by the
sign of Libra. The second point that we could see in electric car’s
characteristics, is they are less polluting in the atmosphere. The smog
could be viewed like the bad production of our vehicle, so we have the
garbage of our three personality bodies. Probably smog is reflected more
as a symbol of our mental or astral level, that implies also that humankind
is working well to clean up their own astral and mental collective body (in
that specific matter).



These two points, silence-frequency and purity-cleansing are very nearly
connected. One cannot be one without the other – they go together. Third
characteristic is the atomization of the automobile, this is a Uranus
characteristic, and I think 7th ray. Automation will bring, in the future (there
is already experiment ongoing in a USA city), to self-driving car, giving
freedom to drivers to do other things, and the implication here could be
good or bad, We have to see and check both points of view. We have two
possibilities of interpretation:

1. the good one is the freedom of the Soul (driver) to do what it
prefers, without being constricted to lose all his energy in the
control of the personality.

2. the opposite, the Soul cannot get control of the personality and have a
disconnection.

I think that there will be some kind of remote control in case of problems,
and this could symbolize the Soul’s control when the integrated personality
presents the problem of destabilization (driver could come back on a



manual control). We know that initiation bring an automatic control of the
personality by the Soul because they are integrated, so the higher Self
could manifest its own qualities without effort. This symbol could be a great
indicator for the future. As always, we have to ask ourselves and
understand the implications of technology in our life. For sure a self-driven
car permits to the driver to not lose time controlling and giving directions to
his vehicle, and this time will be better utilised being more subjective and
creative. But ultimately the most important symbolism it that the personality
will be able to support electric energy. In cosmogenesis we have three fires
that makes the world’s energy exist. We have Fire by Friction, Solar Fire,
and Electric Fire (the most spiritual). As cars develop the ability to function
with electricity, maybe our humankind personality is becoming more able to
use and receive the electric spiritual fire.

It is likely that this will be only a body transformation as if humankind is
preparing its own self to become able to receive this kind of energy. Those
who understand esoteric matters, also know that the Chakras are the
source of our energy on a higher level than the physical one. In this sense,
the transformation of our car’s engine could be seen as the human
collective journey from, the material nourishment – the fire produced from
the cells, foods and the
stomach, that gives us the physical body’s energy, to the metaphysical
level, where the nourishment and energy comes from the chakras. Electric
motors are more connected with our electric bodies, and in analogy with
the human body, our electric field is the nervous system, the physical
counterpart of our astral body. So, we are starting to work in a different way
with the flow in astral and mental levels.

Douglas Baker talks about nuclear energy between solar fire in essence
and electric spiritual fire. The curious thing is that this process in the
nuclear power plant gives us electric energy. In fact, we now use this
energy to produce electricity, and this is Yoga on a planetary level as stated
by Douglas Baker. Electric energy for us is power, and the power that we
use for lights which is a symbol of individualization and consciousness. In
some way, we are living the next step on the line of spiritualization of our
human bodies, as we passed from the fire used for lighting our homes
(symbol of the Soul in this case) to electric light now (increase of
consciousness, from friction fire to solar fire), and now we are bringing this



also to our personality. We have flow of electric current when we have two
poles, one is solar fire and the other is electric fire.

When our body is able to connect these two poles, we should experiment
with what is called electric fire. Now is not time for that but it is very
probable that with the vehicle symbol we are improving our bodies to
receive this kind of energy. Other things to keep in mind is that the battery
is made with a mineral, and this process is bringing electricity through the
mineral, and this brings an evolution on the mineral itself.

Communication System
It is also a case that our communication system is evolving very fast and
becoming more global, cutting the problem of distance (Earth &
Sagittarius). This communication system is based on technology like
computers, smart phones (Uranus), internet (Aquarius), and for sure radio
waves (Aquarius). Communication could be external or internal. Now much
of our human attention is going on external, and the fastest way of
communication by waves could be the anticipation of the future potential of
the mind to communicate with telepathy – waves of the brain! On the other
side we have internal communication, this could be our communication with



the higher Self, and makes us need the calm and the stability of the lower
bodies in our personality and this returns us to our vehicle and the silence
of it. Symbol’s transformation
This is an example about how we can research, in our collective
transformations of the outer world, and try to understand where we are
going and what we are doing as collective on an inner level.

Alice Bailey: Treatise on Cosmic Fire – Lucis Trust
Page 319 – So all that can be seen in manifestation is basically physical
electricity. (we are on the cosmic physical plane).
321 – The electrical interaction between two units causes what we call
light, and therefore objectivity.
321 – When this polarity is resolved in man, the three different types of
electricity manifest themselves, and the
light burns, irradiating the random body and lighting the entire Sutratma, or
thread that connects the
causal vehicle with the physical brain.
322 – The activity … electrical manifestation of matter.
323 – He electrifies and vivifies all three bodies or aspects by unifying them
into one.
326 – The influence of the Buddhic plane, and the electrical force which is
its peculiar characteristic, they begin to be felt, and his energy also begins
to have a definite effect on the egoic bodies of men; the fourth ether of the
systemic physical plane also assumes his own right place in the minds of
men, and the electrical force of that subplane is already beginning to be
adopted and used by man in the mechanical arts, in the transport system,
in the
great diffusion of illumination and healing. These four uses of electricity.
Mechanical uses, transportation, lighting, healing. They are nothing more
than the application on the physical plane of the parallel use of force
electric Buddhic.
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